Dearborn ATTACHMENTS • ACCESSORIES

...AND SPECIAL ITEMS

for your Ford Tractor

They mean:

• BETTER PERFORMANCE
• GREATER CONVENIENCE
• EASIER MAINTENANCE
Fit the Items in this Book to Your Farming... See How Much Easier Your Work Goes

As most every farmer knows, the actual number of people engaged in farming has dropped. Yet the demand for farm products has steadily increased. This means that every farm, large or small, must produce to its greatest capacity. It means that you as a farmer must now, more than ever before, show a greater return on your investment of time, effort and money.

And naturally, to get that return, you need to have the right kind of tools and other equipment for every job.

The following pages show many items of value to you in making your farm produce more... with less work on your part. No one farmer could possibly find use for all the items shown in this book. Virtually any farmer, however, who owns a Ford Tractor can profitably use some of these items.

So, while you read through these pages, keep your farm in the back of your mind. In that way, you can decide what to consider for “Better Performance, Greater Convenience, Easier Maintenance” for your Ford Tractor as well as other equipment.

Read About Them... Then Ask About Them

SEE YOUR FORD TRACTOR DEALER TODAY

COPYRIGHT 1952 DEARBORN MOTORS CORPORATION, BIRMINGHAM, MICHIGAN
New LIVE POWER TAKE-OFF

Less Slugging
Less Plugging
Less Gear Shifting

A Slug Hits
Throws Lever, Tractor Stops Combine Clears Itself!
Sailing Along Again

Step-Up Performance
Like Never Before...
Operate More Easily and Safely!

If it's time and work-saving efficiency you want, have this new Live PTO installed on your Golden Jubilee Model Ford Tractor. It lets you keep moving with a minimum of delay—decrease harvesting time even when crop and field conditions are poor.

Suppose you're combining...moving through the field at a normal rate of speed. Suddenly the going gets tough—the combine starts to clog. Without Live PTO you'd have to stop the tractor, shift gears...maybe even get off and clear the machine by hand. That takes time and hard work...it can be dangerous, too!

But see how it's done when you use new Live PTO. As soon as the combine starts to clog, you pull back on a handy lever. Instantly, a separate clutch stops the tractor—leaves the PTO-driven combine mechanism running under full power. All power from the tractor engine goes to the PTO shaft until the machine clears itself. No gear shifting—no getting off the tractor—no interruption of power flow. Think of the time and trouble you save...think how much more safely you'll be operating. And Live PTO often saves the extra expense of an auxiliary engine!

*Sold separately, used only with the new Golden Jubilee Model Ford Tractor

Bring on heavy, tough corn crops. Live PTO installed in a new Golden Jubilee Model Ford Tractor means faster, more efficient corn picking or harvesting...easier and safer operation, too. Regular tractor clutch stops both tractor and machine when necessary. Easily installed Live PTO lever is within convenient reach from the tractor seat—always ready for split-second action.

Pull this lever and new hydraulically operated Live PTO stops the tractor...lets the power take-off driven machines run until they clear.
HYDRAULIC POWER and Ford Tractors have been farming partners for a long time. And farmers everywhere agree that the regular hydraulic system in any Ford Tractor does a lot to make farming go easier and faster.

But if you own a new Golden Jubilee Model Ford Tractor, you'll be especially interested in two new attachments that broaden the use of your tractor's hydraulic system even more.

For instance, there's the new Remote Control Cylinder with a seemingly limitless number of uses. Then too, the new Selec-Trol attachment allows a "quick change" of hydraulic power to either the front or rear of the tractor.

Study these attachments carefully... then ask your nearby Ford Tractor dealer to demonstrate them. You'll be surprised at how little it costs to save "minutes and muscles."

WORK-SAVING POWER
with the DEARBORN REMOTE CONTROL CYLINDER and VALVE*

It moves from HERE

Handy Remote Control Cylinder lever is located below and just to the right of the tractor seat—next to the Ford Tractor's regular Hydraulic Touch Control lever.

through HERE

A steady flow of work-saving hydraulic power passes through these sturdy but flexible rubber hoses—conveys the commands of your fingertips into action.

to HERE

While you remain in the tractor seat, the Dearborn Remote Cylinder is hard at work angling or straightening disc gangs, lifting or lowering combine header... or picker gathering assembly.

It takes very little time to install the Dearborn Remote Control Cylinder on any implement. Once this attachment is in place, you're all set to do a great many different kinds of jobs... with new ease and speed. For example, maybe you use a pull-type disc harrow. Call on the Dearborn Remote Control Cylinder to help you angle or straighten disc gangs... do away with troublesome heaving and hauling on stubborn cranks and levers. Just by moving your fingertips you can set or adjust many kinds of pull-type implements... do lots of other odd jobs around the farm.

The Remote Cylinder (A.S.A.E. Standard) can quickly and easily be connected to the Remote Control Cylinder Hose by means of the break-away hose coupling. It's easy to detach it in a jiffy when you're finished working with it.

*Sold separately, used only with the new Golden Jubilee Model Ford Tractor.
HYDRAULICS to Many jobs

Advanced Hydraulic System Do More Work For You!

Adjust planting depth without reaching for levers or cranks. Avoid rocks—hold down breakage and bending of drill parts. Cross grassed waterways without slowing down.

Raise or lower gathering assembly to get more corn. Ride close to the ground to pick up "down" stalks. Raise to get over ridges without stopping or slowing down.
SELEC-TROL*  

Broadens the Use of Ford Tractor’s Hydraulic System!

If you use both front and rear mounted tools with your new Ford Tractor Golden Jubilee Model, you’ll find Selec-Trol a real help.

**Easily Installed**
This handy attachment is quickly installed on the tractor... costs so little it practically pays for itself on the first job. With it, rear-mounted tools can be used alternately with the Dearborn Standard Loader because Selec-Trol directs all the power of Ford Tractor's Hydraulic System to the loader or rear mounted implement when you want it.

As soon as you work with Selec-Trol, you'll begin to notice how much time and labor you save in changing from one tractor operation to another... and back again. Try it out for yourself and you'll be convinced of the value of Selec-Trol.

With the New Ford Tractor You Operate 2 Implements... Without Leaving the Seat

Just imagine operating front-mounted tools and rear tools by the same handy Hydraulic Touch Control lever... practically at the same time. Selec-Trol lets you direct the flow of hydraulic power to either front or back of the tractor. Two-way operation through Selec-

A Quick Flick of the Handy Knob Directs Hydraulic Power to Front or Rear

Shown here is the location of the Selec-Trol knob on the new Ford Tractor. It's right within your reach from the tractor seat... ready to switch hydraulic energy from front to rear of tractor in a jiffy. With it you can use the rear-mounted Dearborn Utility Blade to scrape manure into a pile... then flick the knob to direct hydraulic power to the front-mounted Dearborn Standard Loader—put manure into the spreader fast! No need to hitch or unhitch tools.

*Trol greatly increases the usefulness of the new Ford Tractor and Dearborn Standard Loader when you're using a front-mounted manure fork, material bucket, or crane with a rear attached tool. And you never even have to get off the tractor seat!

*Sold separately, used only with the new Golden Jubilee Model Ford Tractor

www.rtractorclub.com
PORTABLE POWER in farmyard or field!

Use the PTO BELT PULLEY ASSEMBLY to

SAW WOOD  GRIND FEED  PUMP WATER

Here's low-cost belt power that goes wherever the tractor goes. Use it for grinding feed, shelling corn, sawing wood, running ensilage cutter and other belt-driven machines. Comes in handy, too, for pumping water in the field ... serving as an emergency power unit. The Dearborn Power Take-Off Belt Pulley Assembly operates in right, left or down position to fit the requirements of every job. It has a 9" pulley, with 6½" face ... develops 1358 rpm at 2000 engine rpm; belt speed is 3199 ft. per minute. Has spiral beveled alloy steel gears and tapered roller bearings that assure long life. The Dearborn Power Take-Off Belt Pulley Assembly works with all models of Ford Tractors.

*Sold separately

... and the Ford Tractor does double duty with

A.S.A.E. POWER TAKE-OFF

This A.S.A.E. Power Take-Off Conversion Assembly makes it possible to use any Ford Tractor with standard A.S.A.E. equipped types of power take-off driven implements.

It increases the usefulness of your Ford Tractor to include operation of such PTO-driven implements as combines, forage harvesters, corn pickers, corn harvesters and spray rigs.

The assembly comes complete with take-off extension with tapered roller bearings, housing and cap screws, safety shield and rigid stay brace straps.

*Sold separately
Get "Free and Easy" Pulling with the SWINGING DRAWBAR

There are many field jobs where you'll want to use this Dearborn Swinging Drawbar. For instance, some pull-type implements such as soil pulverizers and harrows often require the free movement of a swinging drawbar such as this one.

Low priced and sturdily built, the Dearborn Swinging Drawbar is made of high carbon steel with heat-treated roller for greater strength and longer life. It weighs only 20 pounds. Easily attached or detached, it swings 60 degrees from one end to the other of the regular drawbar on any Ford Tractor.

Make Implements "Toe the Mark" with this Rigid STABILIZER ASSEMBLY

Although the Ford Tractor drawbar normally allows a certain amount of implement movement from side to side, jobs such as pulling PTO-operated implements, middlebusting, planting or building checks on irrigated land call for rigid, straight line action.

At little expense, you can buy the Dearborn Stabilizer Assembly and eliminate side sway when you want to keep implements in a very straight line with the tractor. This assembly in no way affects action of the tractor hydraulic system.

FRONT WHEEL CONVERSION KIT

... for Heavy Front End Loads

This larger front wheel disc and rim assembly permits use of regulation 6.00 x 16 tires on front wheels of any Ford Tractor if you do work that puts a heavy load on the front end of your tractor.

With it, the tractor performs better under continually heavy loads ... withstands the stress and strain resulting from use of a sweep rake or front end loader. The larger tire size also makes it more convenient to operate the tractor in soft, wet or boggy ground ... and wherever the tractor front end takes a continual beating on unusually tough jobs.
SERVICE STATION EQUIPMENT
...right on your own farm!

There's no telling just how much time and trouble a farmer is spared by having these two items handy when he needs them. But one thing is certain. The Dearborn Tire Pump and Gauge and the Dearborn Tractor Jack figure pretty high among tools that help make farming easier. What's more, they're inexpensive—require little maintenance.

If you've ever had to repair, load, or change a tire... or adjust row width spacing, you'll have a special appreciation for both of these tools. They really do the job!

See them demonstrated... try them out for yourself. Once you do, you'll never want to be without them on your farm.

The DEARBORN TIRE PUMP AND GAUGE
Saves time, "muscle power"
...and your tires!

When you want the convenience of service station air on your farm, just remove one spark plug from your tractor's engine and screw in the hose connections on this tire pump... attach the other end of the hose to tire valve. Then start the tractor engine and let it idle. In a very short time, tires are inflated... without the back-breaking strain of hand pumping. Durable, flexible 16-ft. hose with brass connections reaches all four tractor tires easily... works fine, too, for pumping up implement, automobile or truck tires. Dependable gauge registers air pressure in tires while pump is in operation.

It's easy to change tires or do repair work with the DEARBORN TRACTOR JACK

It lifts front or rear wheels of any model Ford Tractor, including the new Golden Jubilee Model. Yet this jack weighs little more than 31 pounds... is easily and quickly placed in position by one man. And it "lifts itself by its own bootstraps" because its power comes right from the regular Ford Tractor Hydraulic System. Furthermore, the Dearborn Tractor Jack can be used wherever the tractor goes... in the shed, barnyard or field, or on the highway. You'll learn to depend on it any time you need a "lift" with tire changing, row width spacing or loading tires.
Push or pull loads... fend off tractor damage with the sturdy

DEARBORN BUMPER

Your tractor's radiator grille wasn't designed to push or pull heavy loads but the Dearborn Bumper was! Quickly attached to your Ford Tractor, this bumper comes in mighty handy when you want to push a farm wagon onto the barn floor for unloading... or to snake logs out of the woodlot—dozens of other jobs. What's more, it protects the tractor grille from damage when you're working in tall, heavy brush—wherever the grille and radiator are liable to get dented.

Made of heavy, welded cold rolled steel, the Dearborn Bumper has a sturdy hitch. Bolt this handy accessory to your tractor's front axle. Costs little—saves plenty!

ENJOY

ARMCHAIR COMFORT

...in the field with the DEARBORN REST-O-RIDE TRACTOR SEAT

Every farmer knows that a comfortable tractor seat cuts down on fatigue... helps him feel better after a long day of field work. That's why you'll like this tractor seat! It has specially designed rubber springs which all but eliminate vibration. And controlled rebound reduces the possibility of the operator being pitched to and fro while driving over rough ground. Easily made adjustments give a choice of many different positions... fit this seat to the weight of any operator. Seat pan can be tilted back to allow stand-up driving the same as the regular tractor seat. The Dearborn Rest-O-Ride Tractor Seat is sturdily constructed with plated tie bar and leaf springs.
Put Tractor and Implements "Under Cover"
... Best Protection at Lowest Cost

DEARBORN ENAMEL

Dearborn Enamel is easy to apply either by brush or spray gun... protects your equipment from costly damage by the elements. Colors available include Grey, Medium Grey and Vermillion... restore your tools to that "straight from the factory" look. And this quality-made paint is really low priced too!

Work-wear tractors and implements look "new" again when they have a fresh coat of this fine-quality synthetic enamel. Dearborn Enamel contains the same basic pigments as the original Ford Tractor and Dearborn Implement finish. Tried and tested, Dearborn Enamel assures true, long-lasting color.

Dearborn
FARM EQUIPMENT
Regardless of the model Ford Tractor you own, you can add "hours" to the day with a Ford Tractor Lighting kit. Headlamp kit includes two sealed beam headlamps, an instrument panel lamp (for the new Golden Jubilee Model Ford Tractor only) wiring, switch, and mounting equipment. Also available as a separate kit is the Implement Lamp assembly. It has a flood beam type lamp with built-in switch and bracket.

If you operate your tractor on the highway at night, you'll want the Dearborn Tail Lamp. It throws a strong red warning light for many feet behind the tractor ... protects you and others against accidents. Mounted on the Implement Lamp bracket, it can also be mounted on a bracket of its own if you don't have the Implement Lamp.

A low cost license bracket is sold separately for farmers who live in states that require a license on all tractors or states that require a license on tractors doing highway work.

DEARBORN SPARK PLUGS

...for greater engine economy and efficiency

To give peak performance and maximum economy, an engine must be in top condition.

Very often, one of the major causes of sluggish engine power is faulty spark plugs. You can eliminate needless fuel and power waste by making sure that spark plugs are working properly. Reliable laboratory tests show that after 100 hours of operation, a tractor's spark plugs should be cleaned and re-gapped. And to get the very best engine performance, old spark plugs should be replaced with new ones after every 300 hours of operation.

To make sure you're always getting the most from your tractor engine, have an extra set of Dearborn Spark Plugs on hand. The small cost of new plugs ... the few minutes it takes to install them, will repay you many times over in better and more efficient tractor performance—greater engine economy.
SYSTEM WITH SPARK TO SPARE

Tractor even more useful and convenient

THE DEARBORN BATTERY

...Heart of Ford Tractor's dependable electrical system

Along with low cost, this 80 amp. hour Dearborn Battery is famous for quick starts, long life, top performance and its liberal guarantee. It has a new heat-resistant container with added strength at stress points... an Anti-Splash Overflow to control damaging acid surge and spray. Its 39 plates are anchored securely—will withstand shifting in roughest tractor use. A 90-day replacement guarantee and liberal 12-month adjustment warranty make the Dearborn Battery an outstanding buy.

Next time you need a new battery, make sure you get the one designed especially for tough, farm use... ask for a Dearborn "Tractor-Tested" Battery.

SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group Size</th>
<th>Adjustment Period</th>
<th>Separators</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>12 mo.</td>
<td>Wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity</td>
<td>No. Plates</td>
<td>Volts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 Amp. hr.</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>Width</td>
<td>Height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 1/2&quot;</td>
<td>7 1/4&quot;</td>
<td>6 1/2&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

90-day guarantee
12-month adjustment period

Have a SMOKE?

Wet weather or windy... it's always easy to get a light with a Dearborn Cigar Lighter. Conveniently located on any Ford Tractor, it gives you extra safety over matches. This inexpensive kit comes complete with directions for installing. And an inexpensive replacement knob with element is always available.
USE THESE KEYS... to help your Ford Tractor

Dearborn

GRease Gun

Reaches all vital parts

Good maintenance of tractors and other equipment depends, in large part, upon regular and thorough greasing. The Dearborn Grease Gun with bent nozzle makes it easy to service hard-to-reach high pressure grease fittings on tractors, corn pickers, combines and other farm implements. Handy, too, for use on trucks and automobiles. All parts of the Dearborn Grease Gun are sturdily made... accurately machined to close limits to insure high pressure operation. It's a rust-resistant tool that soon repays its low cost by saving you many dollars' worth of maintenance costs.

Dearborn

GRease Gun Bracket

Attached to the tractor fender or other implements, this bracket keeps the Dearborn Grease Gun always ready to take care of unexpected demands in the field, on the highway... wherever you're working with machinery.

Ford Tractor

OIl Filter Cartridge

and

C ArbRidge Pack

Safeguards Engines!

Good clean oil passing through tractor or implement engines is just as important as enough oil. If dirt and abrasive dust enter the engine, carbon, sludge and corrosive acids form... steal power and life from the engine. The Dearborn Oil Filter Cartridge "catches" harmful foreign matter—keeps it from doing serious and costly damage to precision engine parts. To be sure you always have a fresh Dearborn Oil Filter Cartridge on hand, buy the handy pack with a total of three cartridges.
and Dearborn Farm Equipment perform better... longer

USE THESE KEYS to help engines "keep cool"

FORD TRACTOR SEALING COMPOUND
Provides water-tight seal around gaskets and radiator hose connections. Saves water and antifreeze... guards against the danger of overheating engines. Handy can contains special applicator brush.

FORD TRACTOR RUST INHIBITOR
This is mighty important to good maintenance of all engines operated in areas where water has a strong mineral content. Add it to regular radiator water... reduce chances for any rust to form.

FORD TRACTOR COOLING SYSTEM CLEANSER
A clean cooling system means better engine performance. Ford Tractor Cooling System Cleanser penetrates to every part of tractor and other engine cooling systems... does a thorough cleaning job.

Dearborn

OIL ADDITIVE
Fights Corrosion

It's smart to combine Dearborn Oil Additive with the oil in tractor, implement, automobile, truck and other engines. It helps protect engine parts against oxidation and corrosion... cuts down on valve sticking. Also retards damage caused by crankcase condensation in fall and winter or when the tractor is not used daily.

Keep several cans of this low cost protection handy at all times. Dearborn Oil Additive pays for itself many times over.
Learn More About the Dearborn Way to Faster... Easier Farming

This book has given you a brief glance at some of the things we can furnish you, to make the business of farming more enjoyable and profitable. To really appreciate just how important these items can be, we suggest you find out more about them by calling on us next time you’re in town. There are good reasons why you’ll find it to your advantage!

You’ll Save MONEY
You’ll save money not only because Dearborn Attachments, Accessories and Special Items as well as Dearborn Implements are priced among the lowest. But also because they are made to fit the job—to last longer. Compare price and quality on anything bearing the Dearborn label and you’ll be convinced of this fact!

You’ll Save TIME
In this day of modern farm machinery and tools, saving time is mighty important if a farmer is to gain a reasonable reward for his efforts. You can be sure that when you buy Dearborn products it’s like putting "hours" in the bank.

You’ll Save YOURSELF
Here perhaps is the most important advantage you get from Dearborn products. For regardless of how much time or money farm equipment may save you, it does not completely fulfill its purpose unless it saves human toil. Hundreds of thousands of farmers have come to know that Dearborn means leadership in the development of products to ease the burden of farming.

CALL ON US SOON!

Ford Farming

MEANS LESS WORK
... MORE INCOME PER ACRE

EVERETT TRACTOR & EQUIPMENT CO., INC.
2 STATE STREET, BREWER, MAINE
END OF BRIDGE
PHONE 2-0013